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Tiggy’s Big Day
Once there lived a boy named Rohan. He lived with his parents in Main Street.
People used to call him “The Mop of the street” because of his messy hairstyle. At
school, his impatient and strict teacher always used to scold him because he never
used to comb his hair. One sunny afternoon, he had seen a colourful and humongous
poster stuck on a wall. It was about a pet talent show which will happening next
week. And the the prize was a great big box of chocolates.

He wanted to participate in the race, but he had no pet. Poor Rohan, his heart was
broken into pieces. He went home and asked his parents for any solution. Luckily, his
parents had a solution. They told him to buy a pet from the pet shop. Rohan was
delighted and couldn’t wait to buy a pet. The next day, he went to the pet shop and
saw that there were no pets ! There was only one pet and it was a Tortoise. Rohan
knew that Tortoises can’t be trained. AAAARRRRGGGGHHHH! Said Rohan. He was
so frustrated that he banged his head on the door.
But he still wanted to participate in the Pet Talent Show. So he bought the
Tortoise and named it Tiggy. When Tiggy noticed that Rohan was a nice and a
beloved boy, he started to like him. And finally it was the day for the Pet Talent
Show. Rohan was worried because he never knew what will happen. When Rohan
reached where the Pet Talent Show was supposed to be, everyone guffawed when
they saw Rohan’s pet. Rohan felt remorseful. Tiggy didn’t want Rohan to feel
remorseful. So he had an exellent idea. When the pet talent show started, each and
every pet had a brilliant move. Now it was Tiggy’s turn. And as you know that Tiggy

didn’t wanted Rohan to feel remorseful., so he fell upside-down on the floor, went
inside his shell and and started to gyrate in one place. Everyone was astonished.
They had never seen such an act before. “It was spectacular” the judges thought.
And the judges declared that Tiggy is the winner of the Pet Talent Show. Rohan
didn’t couldn’t believe his eyes. After that day Tiggy and Rohan became best
friends forever.

The Story of a Peacock and a Crow
Once in a jungle lived two friends. Mayur and Tillu. Mayur was a peacock and Tillu
was a crow. Mayur never trusted Tillu as she thought that he was cunning and
selfish . But Tillu was never like that. Everyone in the jungle used to love him and
always used to praise him. One day when Tillu was flying high above the jungle, he
had seen a vile hunter coming his way. So he flew and alerted everyone.

When he told those words to Mayur, she didn’t believe it. She just ignored him and
went away. Later when Mayur was walking in the jungle, she got caught in a net.
Then the hunter dragged the net with Mayur trapped inside and headed towards his
treehouse. When Tillu saw this happening with Mayur he was disconsolated. Then he
had got a splendid idea. He asked the rat family if they would help free Mayur.

They firmly agreed and headed towards the hunter’s treehouse. When they were on
their way, they saw that the hunter still did not reach his treehouse. They thought
that this was their best chance to teach the hunter a lesson. So, the rats started
attacking. Some of the rats distracted the hunter while the others tried to free
Mayur. Soon Mayur was free and the hunter learned his lesson. This day onwards
the hunter never dreamt of killing animals. Mayur felt remourseful because she
thought that Tillu was cunning and selfish. Tillu forgived Mayur and after that day
they became best friends forever.

The Story of a Skunk and a Monkey
Once, in a jungle lived two friends. Kaalia and Moti. Kaalia was a skunk and Moti was
a Monkey. Moti didn’t like Kaalia as he stinked a lot. The full jungle stayed away
from Kaalia because of this reason. One day, Moti had planned an exellent party
for all the animals. But she didn’t invite Kaalia and Sher Khan. Sher Khan is a
furocious predator who wants something and has it. Till now Sher Khan has eaten
every type of animal he wanted. When Sher Khan noticed that he wasn’t invited to
the party, he was annoyed. He decided to hunt every animal who came to the party.
When Kaalia noticed that he and Sher Khan were not invited to the party, he knew
that Sher Khan won’t sit still. So, he decided to check if Sher Khan was in his cave
or not. Finally it was the day for the party. Everyone had came to the party. Sher
Khan was agonizingly waiting for the time to eat the animals. Soon, Sher Khan
thought that this was the right time to eat the animals. So he ran as fast as a
Cheetah. When Kaalia saw that Sher Khan was not in his cave he was 100% sure that
he was heading for the party and would try to ruin the party. So, he also headed
towards the party. When they both reached the party, Moti was astonished. Before
Sher Khan could take another step, Kaalia farted his stinky smell on Sher Khan and
he ran towards his cave. Moti thanked Kaalia for all his help and invited him to the
party. From that day onwards no one teased Kaalia because of his stinky smell.

The Clock Competition
Once, there lived a poor family who didn’t have enough food to live on this Earth.
They were so hungry as a dog had never eaten a bone! They also didn’t even know
the basics of English. But they knew how to read. One day, when the poor family’s
father was walking on the noisy street, he had seen a competition poster stuck on a
pole. It was about a clock competition which will be held next weekend. There was
an important notice. It said that you have to bring an analog clock. It mentioned
that it was at 6 o’clock. It also mentioned that the winner will earn a prize money of
50 crores. As you know that the poor family absolutely needed money, they
discussed and decided to participate in the competition.

But, there was a problem. They had an old and a broken clock which showed the
time 6:30. Then the brother of the family told that “We didn’t think of
participating in any competition till now because we were scared of losing, but now
we will have to participate. What if we might win”. Hearing these words, the family
really thought that they might win. Finally it was the day for the Clock Competition.
Everyone was curious and excited to know who will win the competition. When the
poor family reached where the Clock Competition was held, everyone laughed when
they looked at them and their clock. The family’s sister cried and cried until she

was empathized. Soon, the competition started. Everyone’s clock showed 1 or 2
minutes late or early. It took 30 minutes for the judges to reach to the last
participant which was the poor family. And at the first look at the poor family’s
clock, the judges announced that the poor family is the winner of the Clock
Competition. The others couldn’t believe their eyes. After that day the poor family
became a rich family and never went hungry again.
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Blurb
When there is a Pet Talent Show, Rohan participates in it. But he doesn’t have any
pet. Soon he finds a pet. But will that pet be useful to him?
Read more to know more

